Using the Expertise Web Site

http://www.bumc.bu.edu/expertise

This instructions covers
- Performing a Basic Search
- Updating your Expertise Profile
- Performing an Advanced Search
Search Term

Enter your search term in this textbox
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Choosing the data sources

Check the data source(s) you would like to search, by checking the check boxes. (Note: More data sources are available if you login)
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Executing your search

Click the SEARCH button
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A search window will appear providing you with the search status.
Search Result Tabs

Search results are displayed towards the bottom of the page in separate tabs.

Related searches are project terms from NIH Reporter data and are BU specific.
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## Faculty hyperlinks

If a BU faculty member has hyperlinks (URLs) associated with their profile their name will be highlighted and you can click on it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah, Abu</td>
<td>... Abdullah sits in few committees at BU including the Admissions Committee of the School of Public Health and Committee on CANCER Prevention and Population Health. Prior to joining BUSPH, Dr. Abdullah spent more than ten years as a staff and f...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applebaum, Katie</td>
<td>Dr. Applebaum conducts epidemiologic research on genetic susceptibility and the use of biomarkers in exposure-related CANCER, such as lung, colorectal, head and neck, and non-melanoma skin CANCER. This work includes examining how polymor...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschenrau, Ann</td>
<td>... ns on the relationship between drinking water contaminants and abnormal pregnancy outcomes, neurological disorders, and CANCER, and on the impact of lead hazard reduction measures among inner-city children. She is currently the principal in ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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You have completed performing a basic search
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Adding hyperlinks, expertise information and keywords to your profile
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Click the login button. Logging also allows you to search the BU asset management site (to locate equipment)
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Modifying Your Profile

Please uncheck these!

Complete these fields

Insert a research description if not prepopulated

Insert or modify keywords
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Adding hyperlinks

Enter a web page title and URL

Click ADD. If you need to add more than one

Please list up to 10 Web sites that describe your expertise, interests or work. When possible these sites are indexed, and when their content matches searches, their URLs will be displayed on the "Web sites" tab

Web Page Title: 
URL: 

SAVE
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When you are done click the save button

Please list up to 10 Web sites that describe your expertise, interests or work. When possible these sites are indexed, and when their content matches searches, their URLs will be displayed on the "Web sites" tab

Web Page Title: [Text Box]

URL: [Text Box]

ADD

SAVE
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You have completed updating your profile.
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Performing Advanced Searches in Expertise
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Advanced Search Options

- Check the years you are searching
- Check the Organization(s)
- Check the Agencies
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Finding Organizations

Enter part or all of the organizations in this textbox

Click ORG SEARCH

Search Results Appear here
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Finding Agencies

Enter part or all of the agencies name in this textbox

Click AGENCY SEARCH

Search Results Appear here
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Executing your search

When you completed checking the Years, Organizations and Agencies
Click the SEARCH button
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You have completed the Advanced search instructions